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HAUSDORFF INTERVAL TOPOLOGY ON A
PARTIALLY ORDERED SET

YÁTARO MATSUSHIMA

We shall generalize a condition of E. S. Wölk [l ] that the interval

topology in a partially ordered set be Hausdorff. Let X be a partially

ordered set. For each aEX, let N(a) be the set of all elements of

X, noncomparable with a. We introduce the definition of an "a-

separating set": any subset 5 of N(a) such that every xEN(a) is

comparable with some y ES.

Theorem. // each aEX has a finite a-separating set, then X is a

Hausdorff space in its interval topology.

Proof. Let a^b, a,bEX. Let {ß;}i({Mi) be an a-separating

(b-separating) set; we define for each of the cases the sets A and B;

one checks easily in each case that A, B have the stated properties.

(1) The case where a, b are comparable.

(a) Let a<b. If there is an element c such that a<c<b, then,

there exists a c-separating set {c¿}, so that

m

N(c) CS([-»,c]+ [d, »]),    where    a E N(c).
i=i

In this case if we put

m m

A = [-<*>, C] + 2Z i-™, a],      B - U, <*>] + 2 [d, °°],
i=l i=l
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then A and B are both closed sets in the interval topology, and

furthermore b^A, a(=B and X = A+B.

iß) If there is no c such that a<c<b, we put

A = [-«, a] + [a, »]. ¿([-00,6,.]+ [bh • ]),

B -[»,*] + ( ¿ ([-*, Oí] + Ui, »]))

•([-*>,i] + ¿ ([-»,*,] + [Ai,«])).

Then we have &GZ since bÇ,22sj-i ([~ °°> M+[6,-, oo]). Similarly

we have aÇ_B. Furthermore we have X =A+B. Indeed if xGA

— ([— oo, «]+[&, °° ]), then we have either x>a or xGA(ö). In the

first case we have x<¿> by the hypothesis, then xG [a, °° ] • N(b),

that is, xÇ^A. In the second case xG[&, °° ]. and hence xG([— », b]

+N(b)) ■ N(a), that is, x(=B.

(2) The case where Z>GA(a).

r

4 = [-oojfl] + [a, ooj,        5 = 22 ([-*i a."] + [<*«, °°])>
t=i

then we have &G-4, aG~P; A=.4+P.

To show that our theorem generalizes Wolk's result we prove a

lemma and give a counter example.

Lemma, if A contains no infinite diverse subsets, then each a(E.X has

a finite a-separating set.

Proof. For any aGA if OiGA(a), N(a)r\N(ai)?¿0, then take

a2GN(a)n>N(ai). If N(a)(~\N(ai)nN(a2) =0, then we have

N(a) C¿([-«,«f]+ [«, oo])
i=i

satisfying our requirements. If N(a)r\N(ai)r\N(a2)¿¿0, then we can

proceed as above. However the following infinite cases do not occur

by the hypothesis:

ai G N(a) r\ N(ai) i\ ■ • • C\ A(a,_i), N(a) C\ N(ai) C\ • • • H A(a<) ̂  0,

î = 1, 2, • • • . This completes the proof.

The converse of this lemma is not true.

To show this we give an example of a lattice Lo with infinite sets

{a,}, {bf}, \ck] and {d¡} satisfying the following conditions:
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(1) ai>bi>Ci>di, all i;

(2) a,>ai+i>bi, Ci>di+i>di, all i;

(3) {bj} and {c^} consist of pairwise noncomparable elements re-

spectively, all /, k.

Then P0 contains infinite diverse sets {bj} and {c*}, but any ele-

ment of Lo satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1. Indeed for instance

as regards N(bn) we have

n-l

N(b„) C [- «, an+2] + 2~2 [- °° » bi],
¿=i

where a„+2 and Z>¿ are contained in N(bn). Similarly we can show the

other cases.

Corollary. // a partially ordered set X contains no infinite diverse

set, then X is a Hausdorff space in its interval topology (P. 5. Wölk,

[1]).

Remark. One sees easily that Northam's condition (c) [2, Proposi-

tion 7], is equivalent to: every x has a finite x-separating set.
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